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The Shortcut - Microsoft Word is a tiny applet designed to make it a lot easier to access the Microsoft Word program installed on the system. Although the Yahoo! Widget Engine project has been discontinued and the widgets can no longer be downloaded from the developer's website, it's still possible to download the platform along with the widget from Softpedia. The feather-light gadget gets seamlessly
integrated with the software framework. It consists of a tiny window that shows the icon of Microsoft Word 2003, which immediately launches the text editor, provided that it's installed on the machine. If Word is set in another location than the default directory, users can gain access to the configuration panel of The Shortcut - Microsoft Word and resort to the built-in file explorer to find and indicate Word's
executable file. An aspect worth noting is that the widget identifies the.exe file of any software program, whether it's installed or portable. This means that it's possible to configure it to launch any kind of tool besides Microsoft Word. Therefore, it's not mandatory to have the word processor installed to get this gadget up and running. However, there is no option implemented for swapping the Word's icon for

something else, so the customization features are limited. Thanks to the built-in options of the Yahoo! framework, it's possible to make the window stay on top or below all other active panels, adjust the level of transparency by moving a slider, as well as instruct the tool to ignore all mouse events and prevent mouse dragging. Limitations: - No option to swap the Word's icon for something else. -
Customization is limited to only a few options. - Shortcut is not compatible with the latest version of the software. - The Shortcut - Microsoft Word can only be used with Yahoo! Widget Engine 1.9 or below. .NET Framework - and.NET Core At the moment we've ported the full.NET Framework to WPF and then we are working on the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) and the Universal Windows

Platform (UWP) and also the.NET Standard project. These are things we can do with the full.NET Framework. But also we can port the.NET Core 2.1 platform. The.NET Core 2.1 platform is targeted for the UWP, where you can use.NET Standard (also UWP) and.NET Framework (WPF and WinForms). And the UWP is targeting WPF and WinForm
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The Shortcut - Microsoft Word [Latest-2022]

The Shortcut - Microsoft Word is a small-sized widget specially designed for Yahoo! Widget Engine, which facilitates quick access to the Microsoft Word copy installed on the computer. Although the Yahoo! Widget Engine project has been discontinued and the widgets can no longer be downloaded from the developer's website, it's still possible to download the platform along with the widget from
Softpedia. The feather-light gadget gets seamlessly integrated with the software framework. It consists of a tiny window that shows the icon of Microsoft Word 2003, which immediately launches the text editor, provided that it's installed on the machine. If Word is set in another location than the default directory, users can gain access to the configuration panel of The Shortcut - Microsoft Word and resort to
the built-in file explorer to find and indicate Word's executable file. An aspect worth noting is that the widget identifies the.exe file of any software program, whether it's installed or portable. This means that it's possible to configure it to launch any kind of tool besides Microsoft Word. Therefore, it's not mandatory to have the word processor installed to get this gadget up and running. However, there is no
option implemented for swapping the Word's icon for something else, so the customization features are limited. Thanks to the built-in options of the Yahoo! framework, it's possible to make the window stay on top or below all other active panels, adjust the level of transparency by moving a slider, as well as instruct the tool to ignore all mouse events and prevent mouse dragging. The short description of
Shortcut - Microsoft Word is: 2 reviews for Shortcut - Microsoft Word 5 out of 5 Alex Ferroukian –07.06.2014 + 5 out of 5 I don’t know why everyone complains about the file size and the size of the installation but, what’s really interesting, is that it doesn’t get in your way! + 5 out of 5 Olaf –23.02.2014 + 5 out of 5 It is an interesting “version” of MS Office, Microsoft Word, which can be opened from the
start menu and which needs no installation. No problem there. + 4.8 out of 5 Padmakumari –17.11.2013 + 5 out of 5 I agree with kintop

What's New in the The Shortcut - Microsoft Word?

------------------------ The Shortcut - Microsoft Word is an Easy-to-use, customizable and lightweight Quick Access Tool developed for Microsoft Word 2003, using the Yahoo! Widget Engine software framework. It shows the icon of Microsoft Word on the desktop, launching the program whenever it's clicked. It is fully customizable. There are no limitations to what functions you can place where.
------------------------ Notes: ------------------------ The Shortcut - Microsoft Word includes the following features: * Open and Launch Microsoft Word 2003 * Show On Top, Bring to Front, Open On Startup * Hide On Close, Minimize To Tray * Start In Desktop * Can be configured with custom icons * Works on XP and Vista ------------------------ Changelog: ------------------------ Version 1.1: * Fixed the
problems with "Tray - Minimize to Tray" option * Fixed the problem with "Desktop" option Version 1.0: * Initial release ------------------------ Software Environment: ------------------------ * Yahoo! Widget Engine v1.5 or higher * Microsoft Windows XP SP2 or higher ------------------------ Screenshots: ------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ||| |||Download ||||||
|||||| |||See more||| |||Buy it||| |||Read FAQ||| |||||| -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Related Software: ------------------------ ||| |||||| |||See more||
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System Requirements For The Shortcut - Microsoft Word:

Minimum System Requirements: OS: Windows 7, Vista, XP, or 2000 Processor: 2 GHz RAM: 256 MB Hard Drive Space: 5 GB of free hard drive space A CD/DVD ROM or Network Access: Internet connection Peripherals: Mouse If you already own the game and don't want to play on your friend's computer, you can use a genuine Lionhead Studios CD instead. You can play the game on any Windows XP
or later version computer. However, we suggest that you play on Windows XP or later to experience the best possible performance.
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